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TEASER

FADE IN

EXT. FROST ZONE FROZEN CASTLE

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the cruel cold

wastelands of the Frost Zone, all of the WARRUSES muscular

mutated walruses gather at the Frozen Castle. OBIN, a blue

Warrus Wise, Powerful, Cruel, Evil, Bad and obsessive is

giving a speech to the people of the Frost Zone.

OBIN

(to the people)

My people of the Frost Zone, there

is another world out there that

doesn’t have the same climate as

ours,(Pause) This world is called

Earth, where their climate changes

every year.

Everyone GASPS in horror.

OBIN

Now don’t panic, because this world

shall only have 1 climate and that

is cold. Earth’s changing climate

must be fixed once and for all,

before the Frost Zone’s climate

changes as well. Who shall be brave

enough to step forward into the

invasion of Earth?

AYONE (V.O)

I shall.

TODAD (V.O)

I Shall.

AYONE a green and blue Warrus mean, smart, cruel, brilliant

walks up right next to Obin while TODAD another blue Warrus

mean, strong, athletic, fast, and bad who has a big scar on

his chest, one tooth, and a mustache one-half black and

one-half white follow him.

OBIN

(to the people)

With this trio, leading the

invasion, we shall make this Earth

New Frost Zone.

The People of the Frost Zone CHEER for Obin’s speech

(CONTINUED)
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THE PEOPLE OF THE FROST ZONE

All Hail Frost Zone. (x8)

Obin, Ayone, and Todad smile, while everyone chants.

OBIN

(to the people)

For today we make history, to the

portal!

Obin, Ayone, and Todad all head towards the portal to Earth,

while the rest of the Frost Zone Army follow them.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER

ACT 1

FADE IN

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE KITCHEN

In the kitchen Rose McScott is putting the A/C on to cool

down the entire house. After that, she TURNS ON the radio.

She fills up Rex’s water bottle with ice-cold water. She

puts the bottle cap on and gives the water to Rex.

ROSE MCSCOTT

There you go Rex, some ice cold

water.

Rex starts to sip on his water bottle, drinking the water.

Rose turns on the radio on the table

WACKY WILL (V.O)

(on the radio)

Yo yo, you are listening to the

Wacky Will radio show with weather

like this reaching the to the 100s

literally.

CUT TO

EXT. DAIRY DAVE’S ICE CREAM ZONE

A Crowd of PEOPLE line up at Dairy Dave’s Ice Cream Zone.

The store is packed with people wanting ice cream.

(CONTINUED)
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WACKY WILL (V.O)

(on the radio)

Business is booming at Dairy Dave’s

Ice Cream Zone.

CUT TO

EXT. EUCALYPCITY COMMUNITY POOL, DAY TIME

People all gather at the community pool. The pool is

overflowing with lots of people in the pool at once.

WACKY WILL (V.O)

(on the radio)

Don’t bother going to the community

pool because it’s packed.

CUT TO

EXT. BEACH SIDE OF EUCALYPCITY DAY TIME

The Beach is packed with people wanting to cool off from the

heat.

WACKY WILL (V.O)

And don’t go to the beach either,

because it’s packed.

CUT TO

EXT/INT. STREETS OF EUCALPCITY KOOKY KOALA PARTY VAN

STREETS OF EUCALYPCITY

The Koalas are in the Kooky Koala Party Van driving back

home from a party.

WACKY WILL (V.O)

If you are inside, stay there and

drink water, but if you are outside

put sunblock on and stay in the

shade, and hope for a nicer

tomorrow.

KOOKY KOALA PARTY VAN

The Koalas are SWEATING from the party which has Knights and

Dragon theme, with Bruce at the wheel.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

Dudes...sis, it’s so hot out, I am

all wet.

BRUCE

That’s sweat bro and we are also

sweating.

FLUFFY

It’s so hot, our party clothes are

all wet and my makeup is running.

Fluffy’s makeup comes running down her face.

PAUL

Well, hope for the best, it might

be cooler out tomorrow.

Martin TAPS on his computer tablet.

MARTIN

(looking at his tablet)

Bad chance Powerful Paul, tomorrow

is going to be 105 degrees out.

BRUCE

Great, it’s going to get even

hotter out, and we’re going to be

more sweaty.

FLUFFY

And our fur is going to be wetter,

I wish something good would happen?

Suddenly, Paul’s Koala Cell RINGS. Paul picks it up.

PAUL

(into his Koala Cell)

Hello? (Pause) Oh, hi Stan(pause)I

know it’s wickedly hot out and

we’re sweating like pigs(pause)oh

you do? OK, will be there in a

minute.

Paul hangs up his Koala Cell.

JAKE

Who’s that?

PAUL

It was Stan. He invited us to the

penthouse for a swim.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

Sweet! I can finally model that

bikini for Stan.

Paul, Martin, Bruce and Jake all looked groused out by the

thought of seeing Fluffy in a bikini.

PAUL,MARTIN, BRUCE AND JAKE

(together)

Ewwww!!!!!

FADE TO

EXT. S.P.D’S PENTHOUSE ROOF TOP POOL DAYTIME MOMENTS LATER

FUN POP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Bruce does a cannonball,

SPLASHING into the Pool. Jake does a belly flop into the

pool. Martin is relaxing in the tube when Bruce comes under

him and pushes the tube over, causing him to SPLASH into the

pool.

MARTIN

(annoyed)

Hey watch it!

BRUCE

What? It’s hot out, you need to

cool off.

PAUL

(smiles)

Thanks for having us her Stan.

STAN

(smiles)

Hey, it was nothing.

PETER

It was you who saved us from the

Red Fist Ninjas.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

On a hot day like this, it’s

perfect weather for a swim.

FLUFFY (O.S)

Speaking of swimming, look at my

new bikini.

Fluffy comes wearing her red bikini. Stan looks nervous and

blushes.

(CONTINUED)
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STAN

Um, Fluffy, that bikini is um.

FLUFFY

(smiles)

Whatever. It’s nice on me.

Fluffy then jumps into the pool and SPLASHES into the water.

Martin gets out of the pool and walks over to the professors

who are working on a machine.

MARTIN

Professor Popper what are you

working on?

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Well, you see due to the hot

weather, we all decided to make a

temperature machine.

Professor Marvin shows Martin the temperature machine, it’s

in a shape of a classic thermometer, and it’s in the color

grey and it has a touch screen on it.

MARTIN

So, it changes the temperature

instead of the weather?

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

Yes, so it’s like a thermostat for

the entire city.

Professor Lucy picks up the temperature machine and twists a

bolt onto it.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

During the hot summers in

California, the state develops

wildfires and droughts due to the

hot temperature.

PROFESSOR VIOLET REXES

With the temperature machine, we

shall return the summer weather to

70 degrees.

DEXTER

Or lower, I want it to snow.

PAUL

(asks)

Um, what is snow?

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

Well, you don’t know what snow is

because you live in a warm climate.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Snow is water drops frozen into

flakes by cold temperature.

PAUL

And with the Temperature machine up

and running, we could see snow in

person.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

Yes.

All of a sudden, a snowflake falls onto Jake’s nose.

JAKE

(smiles)

Hey, Professor is this a snowflake?

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Yes, it is but the temperature

machine isn’t up and running yet.

What’s going on.

Fluffy points up to the sky.

FLUFFY

Look up in the sky.

Suddenly a POWERFUL SNOW CLOUD comes and snow flakes fall

down really FAST it starts to FREEZE the water in the pool.

BRUCE

Um guys get out of the water!

Bruce, Martin, Jake, Fluffy, Dexter, and Peter all get out

from the pool before the water in the pool FREEZES

completely. The Koalas and the others are shivering in the

cold.

JAKE

(shivering)

What’s going on? Somehow my body is

shaking.

BRUCE

That’s shivering dummy.

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

Everyone inside quickly!!!!

CUT TO

INT. S.P.D’S PENTHOUSE DAYTIME LIVING ROOM, SNOWING

DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Everyone gets

inside of S.P.D’s Penthouse as the SNOW falls outside. Frost

QUICKLY APPEARS on the windows. This makes Paul worried. He

takes his Koala Cell out and puts it up to his ear.

PAUL

(into his Koala Cell)

Mom are you there, mom, mom,

mom...?

Paul hangs up his Koala Cell.

PAUL

No answer from mom.

JAKE

But look on the bright side, this

snowflake on my nose is like me.

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

We better analyze that snowflake

right away.

CUT TO

INT. PENTHOUSE LAB DAY TIME

In the lab, Professor Susan place the snowflake onto the

scanner. The scanner SCANS the snowflake. Papers from the

printer PRINT the analysis.

MARTIN

(reads the analyze)

According to the analysis, this

snowflake is not from Earth, it’s

from somewhere else.

PAUL

But where did it come from?

Jake looks at the monitor.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

Um, guys, who are the creatures

down in the streets with the saber

teeth.

They all turn their attention to the monitor, and Warruses

are in the streets of Eucalypity.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Those look like walruses but not

like our walruses.

JAKE

Are they alien walruses?

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

Yeah you can say that.

BRUCE

(asks)

Are they behind all of this?

PAUL

Well, we better find out.

Professor Susan Smith takes out 5 parkas from the closet and

hand them to the Koalas.

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

(to the Koalas)

If you are heading, out in the cold

you better put on these.

FLUFFY

Wow, do you have anything that

isn’t brown.

BRUCE

Well it matches my fur.

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

(smiles)

Now trust me, these can keep you

warm so you won’t catch a cold.

The Koalas all put on their parkas.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

(hands the keys to Paul)

Before you go, you need these keys

for the snowmobiles.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

(asks)

What are snowmobiles?

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF EUCALYPCITY DAY TIME SNOWING

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Koalas are

on the snowmobiles jumping over a big snow pile and lands on

the icy roads. The Koalas zoom on their snowmobiles. Paul

leads the way, driving 1 snowmobile while Bruce and Martin

are on the second 1 and Jake and Fluffy are on the third 1.

JAKE

(driving the third

snowmobile)

This is awesome! So this is a

snowmobile.

BRUCE

(driving the second

snowmobile)

I know this is amazing!

PAUL

Guys, we are on these things to

follow those Warruses so focus.

FLUFFY

Paul’s right, we have to focus.

Besides, when this cold weather is

gone, I can model that bikini for

Stan.

Suddenly, while the Koalas are zooming through the streets

of San Diego a giant POLAR BEAR SHARK a polar bear shark

hybrid comes out from the icy streets. The Koalas jump off

of their snowmobiles.

FLUFFY’S P.O.V

The Polar Bear shark ROARS at the Koalas.

RETURN TO SCENE

FLUFFY

OK, is that a shark or a polar

bear?

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

It looks like a Polar Bear Shark, a

hybrid animal.

OBIN (O.S)

And the beast animal of the Frost

Zone.

Obin, Ayone, and Todad, and the rest of the Frost Zone army

leap out of the snowbank and pull out their weapons

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1

FADE IN

ACT 2

PAUL

(ask angrily)

So, are you behind all of this?

OBIN

Yes, we are, we are the Warruses,

an alien race of barbarian walruses

from another dimension called the

Frost Zone. We had been watching

your world, and your world has many

seasons and there is only one

season you must have, and that is

winter, forever.

MARTIN

(disagrees)

No we can’t, the Earth rotates

every day for the last million

years, we can’t have only one

season, we have a cycle of the

seasons.

AYONE

(disagrees)

But ,this season the temperature

shall not change.

BRUCE

(disagrees)

Yeah, right, the cold is boring,

the sun is great, go back to your

boring winter wonderland where you

came from.

(CONTINUED)
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TODAD

What did you say?

JAKE

Yeah my bro said"boring winter

wonderland".

Obin GROWLS with anger.

OBIN

(mad)

How dare you insult the Frost Zone.

Obin swings his sword at Jake. Jake dodges it and counters

the attack at Obin striking him in the face.

OBIN

(furious)

Oh, how dare you! Warruses

attack!!!!

BRUCE

(mad)

Oh, bring it!!!

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. All of the

Warruses attack the Koalas Bears. Paul leaps onto a

snow-covered car and throws a kick at 1 of the Warrus

soldiers. He does a double-turning kick at 2 Warrus soldiers

and does a butterfly kick knocking over 3 other Warrus

soldiers. Suddenly Ayone uses his BRAINWAVE POWERS to make

Paul FLOAT into the air and throws him into a window

causing him CRASHES into it.

PAUL

(mad)

OK, that is so over the limit.

AYONE

Sorry, being the smartest Warrus in

Frost Zone, it can give me powers

beyond reason.

Paul leaps out from the window. Ayone uses his powers to

BREAK the metal balcony onto Paul. Paul gets out of the way,

making the metal balcony CRASH onto the ground. Paul does a

flying jump kick right at Ayone kicking him in the face

causing him to slam to the ground. He then uses his

TELEKINESIS POWERS on his 2 swords and throws them right at

Paul. Paul takes out his nunchucks and hits Ayone’s swords

causing them to FLY in two different directions. Ayone uses

his TELEKINESIS POWERS on Paul to make him FLOAT into the

air and slam him down onto a snow-covered car. He uses

(CONTINUED)
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TELEKINESIS to make another car covered in snow FLOAT in the

air, and drop it onto Paul. Paul gets out of the way as the

car CRASHES onto 1 of the car that Paul was on and EXPLODES.

Martin and Bruce do flying kicks right at Todad. Todad grab

both of their legs and slams both of them down to the icy

streets. Martin and Bruce throw sticky bombs at Todad

STICKING him in the sticky slime. Todad breaks free from the

sticky slime.

MARTIN

(surprised)

Bruce, did he just does that?

TODAD

Break free from your sticky slime?

Yes, I did. I am the strongest

Warrus in the Frost Zone and

speaking of strong.

Todad picks up a Semi Truck and throws it right at Martin

and Bruce. They dodge it and the semi-truck CRASHES to the

icy streets and EXPLODES in FLAMES. Todad steps away from

the flames in fear, he snapped out of it and takes out his

Battle Axes, and swings them at Bruce and Martin. Bruce and

Martin both block the attack and grab onto Todad’s battle

axes. Todad SHAKES Bruce and Martin off of his Battle Axes

and then swings them down right at Bruce and Martin. They

both dodge the axe swings and kicks Todad in the face,

knocking him over.

Jake and Fluffy strike at Obin with flying punches. Obin

blocks their punches and counters their attacks with a

double punch at each of them causing Jake and Fluffy to hit

the icy ground. Obin pulls out his sword and swings it right

at Jake and Fluffy. They both dodge the sword and then

tackle him to the ground. Jake takes Obin’s sword right out

from his hand.

JAKE

(insults Obin)

Ha! You’re powerless without your

sword.

OBIN

We’ll see about that.

Obin cast his ICE LASER BEAMS from his eyes to FREEZE Jake

in a block of ice.

FLUFFY

Jakey!!!

(CONTINUED)
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Paul, Bruce and Martin all run over to Jake in the block of

ice. Paul TAPS on the ice.

PAUL

(to Jake)

Jakey, if you hear us, please

blink.

Jake blinks in the ice.

MARTIN

(relieved)

Good, he can still hear us.

BRUCE

(mad)

What have you done?

OBIN

(explains)

Simple really, I have ice beam

powers that come out from my eyes.

FLUFFY

In Jakey’s case, that is awesome.

OBIN

Yes, it is awesome, and there is no

way to free your brother from the

solid ice. Onward, my brothers,

it’s time to freeze the rest of the

world!!!

Obin, Ayone, Todad, and the other Warruses all go on the

Polar Bear Sharks and head off to freeze the rest of the

world.

MARTIN

Don’t worry Jakey, we shall

unfreeze you... I hope.

FADE TO

INT. PENTHOUSE LAB DAY TIME SNOW STORMING

Back at the Penthouse Lab, Professor Lucy Popper TAPS on the

solid ice encasing Jake with a hammer causing the hammer to

BREAKS. Professor Ryan Rexes uses a hammer and a chipper to

chip Jake free, but the ice chipper BREAKS.

(CONTINUED)
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Professor Marvin Popper uses a sledgehammer and hits the

block of ice to break Jake free, but the sledgehammer SNAPS

in half. Professor Violet Rexes comes in with a chainsaw to

cut the ice to free Jake, but as she uses the chainsaw, the

chainsaw chain SNAPS and breaks.

Professor Susan Smith comes in with a jackhammer and TURNS

IT ON and uses it on the block of ice that Jake was in, but

the Jackhammer BREAKS into pieces.

FLUFFY

(asks)

Any luck?

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

No, this might be the toughest ice

ever.

BRUCE

Hey!!! That’s the reason why it

came from another dimension, it

can’t break.

PAUL

(to Jake)

Don’t worry Jakey, we shall get you

out of there.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

(asks)

So do you know what the aliens

want?

PAUL

Yes. They are called the Warruses

who came from another dimension

called the Frost Zone. They came to

Earth to freeze it.

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

OK, that is bad.

FLUFFY

(annoyed)

Yeah, other dimension Walruses who

came to Earth to freeze it. If this

gets worse I shall never get that

bikini back on to show off to Stan.

MARTIN

We know, but their unstoppable

weather can’t be stopped.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Come on anything can have a

weakness, mom said so.

PROFESSOR VIOLET REXES

Sorry not everything has a

weakness.

CUT TO

INT. PENTHOUSE LIVING ROOM

Bruce TURNS ON the TV in the Penthouse Living room.

BRUCE

It doesn’t look to good on the news

either. Look.

Everyone come out from the lab and go into the living

room, over to the TV where the news is on.

CHRISTOPHER BRYAN

(on the TV)

Well, from sunny skies to snowfall

people around the country are

buried up to their necks in snow,

because this is supposed to be the

summer, but now winter has been

taken over, trapping people inside,

and freezing everything from water

to hair.

Christopher Bryan TAPS onto his frozen hair.

CHRISTOPHER BRYAN

(on the TV)

I am being treated by my stylist.

BRUCE

Well that is a sign of never using

hair gel in the cold.

FLUFFY

Is this going to be going on

forever?

PAUL

Yes, with the Warruses on the

loose, the state shall be frozen in

minutes, the country in days and

the World in weeks.

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

And now the other question is,

where are the Warruses now?

MARTIN

During the fight, I placed a

tracking chip on 1 of the Warruses

to track them down.

DISSOLVE TO

EXT. STREETS OF EUCALYPCITY DAY TIME SNOWING FLASHBACK

Bruce and Martin knock Todad down. After that Martin places

the tracking device on him onto his tail. Bruce gives Martin

a thumbs up and Martin does the same back to Bruce. Todad

punches Martin in the face.

RETURN TO SCENE

PAUL

Good, now where are they?

Martin look at the tracker and is surprised that the

Warruses are at their house.

MARTIN

Um, guys they’re at our house.

Paul,Bruce, Martin Jake and Fluffy are shocked.

CUT TO

EXT. OUTSKIRTS OF EUCALYPCITY DAY TIME SNOWING

The Koalas drive back home on the Snowmobiles quickly to

stop the Warruses.

BRUCE

(mad)

OK, if the Warruses touch a finger

on mom ,I shall beat them to a

pulp.

PAUL

(agrees)

Right we shall all kick their

butts!

CUT TO
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EXT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE

The Koalas get to their treehouse, the Warruses are already

there, and they see Rose McScott frozen in ice. The koalas

stop their snowmobiles. The Koalas get off their

snowmobiles.

PAUL

(mad)

Let go of our mother or you’ll get

hurt.

OBIN

So this is your mother, that

changes everything.

Ayone comes out from behind Obin with the temperature

machine that has ice crystals on it.

PAUL

Hey, that’s the temperature

machine.

Obin waves the temperature machine in the air.

OBIN

(smiles)

Oh yes, we got this before our

fight, and with this in our hands

we shall freeze the world in

minutes.

PAUL

(disagrees)

Not if we have anything say about

it, let kick their icy butts.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Koalas run

at the Warruses and jump kick at Obin, Ayone, and Todad’s

faces. Obin SNAPS his fingers sending the Warrus soldiers

out from the snow. Bruce does a jump spin hook kick in the

air and kicks one of the Warrus soldiers sending him flying

back at 1 of the other soldiers and CRASHING into them.

A Warrus solider swings his sword right at Fluffy. Fluffy

grabs hold of his arms and do a Double Spring hip throw

throwing him right at 1 of the other soldiers. She then does

a double back kick at 2 soldiers behind her and does a

butterfly kick at 3 warrus soldiers. Bruce punches 3

soldiers and then does a sacrifice throw with 1 of them

right at 1 of the tree, nearly hitting Rose McScott.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

Sorry mom.

Paul and Martin throw punches and kicks at Obin, Ayone and

Todad. Paul throws a leg sweep on Obin, knocking him to the

ground.

OBIN

(asks)

Do you think that a couple of

Koalas can take us down?

PAUL

Yes.

Paul jumps into the air and takes out his nunchucks and a

taser from his utility belt and uses them at Obin hitting

him and SHOCKING him. Obin counters Paul’s strike with a

powerful punch. Todad grabs hold of Martin as Ayone uses his

TELEKINESIS POWERS to lift his swords in the air. Martin

uses a smoke bomb and throws it onto the ground RELEASING

SMOKE to blind Todad, causing him to let go of him. Martin

does a front snap kick at Ayone causing him to lose his

concentration of his telekinesis, causing his swords to fall

to the ground. Martin does a tornado kick at Todad knocking

him out.

Obin swings his sword right at Paul SLICING his nunchucks in

half.

PAUL

(mad)

Oh, you’re so going to pay for that

Chubby.

OBIN

How dare you, insult the great

Obin?

Paul picks up a sword and swings it at Obin, clashing swords

with his sword. Paul uses his taster to STOCK Obin’s sword

SHOCKING Obin, who is also who is holding the sword, and

then throws jump kicks at Obin. Obin FIRES his ICE BEAM

LASER eyes right at Paul. Paul dodges the attack and does a

jump tornado kick at Obin’s eyes, causing him to stumble

back and giving him a black eye.

CUT TO
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INT. PENTHOUSE LAB DAY TIME SNOWING

Back at the Penthouse Lab Jake breaks free from the ice,

everyone is surprise and glad, that Jake is free.

JAKE

OK? What year this is? The future?

Where are my sibs?

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

We’ll give you the 411 later.

CUT TO

EXT. OUTSKIRTS OF EUCALYPCITY DAY TIME SNOWING

Obin rubs his eyes in rage.

OBIN

(angry)

How dare you.

PAUL

Sorry just want to save the world.

Paul and Obin clash swords, and then Obin uses his tail to

hit Paul, causing him to let go of the sword. The sword hit

1 of the snowmobiles, causing the snowmobile to EXPLODE and

BURST into FLAMES. Obin, Ayone, Todad, and the other

Warruses soldiers look at the fire in fear. Martin remembers

something.

OBIN

(scare)

What is that?

MARTIN

Hey guys do you remember something

from the last fight?

BRUCE

Yeah why?

MARTIN

Because I saw that Todad was afraid

of fire.

PAUL

Which also makes the other

Warruses afraid. Quick grab a

stick.

(CONTINUED)
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Paul, Bruce, Martin, and Fluffy all grab a stick and place

it over the flames, causing the sticks to turn into torches.

PAUL

So how do you guys like a little

warmth.

The Koalas come closer to the Warruses with their torches.

The Warruses step back in fear.

BRUCE

Oh, what’s the matter. You think

that fire is scary, but for us it’s

warmth.

MARTIN

Would you guys like to be warm too?

FLUFFY

Being warm is awesome.

OBIN

(commands in fear)

Warruses retreat, retreat

quickly,head back to the Frost Zone

quickly!

The Portal between Earth and the Frost Zone OPENS, letting

all of the Warruses return to the Frost Zone. As all of the

Warruses are through, the portal CLOSES. The Sky LIGHTS UP

again with the warm sun, causing all of the snow and ice to

MELT. Rose McScott breaks free from the ice.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(confuse)

Kids what happened and where did

all of this water come from?

FADE TO

EXT. S.P.D’S PENTHOUSE ROOF TOP POOL DAYTIME MOMENT’S LATER

Back at S.P.D’s Penthouse, Professor Ryan Rexes and Martin

Popper are grilling burgers on the BBQ while the Koalas and

S.P.D are in the Pool. Rose is sitting with Professor Lucy

Popper, Professor Violet Rexes, and Professor Susan Smith.

ROSE MCSCOTT

So, you’re telling me, that a snow

storm came in from another

dimension and froze everything,

including me?

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

Yes you were.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Well that explains everything. Well

the temperature is sure going up.

PAUL

Yeah mom, but the Warruses got

their hands on the only Temperature

Machine.

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

Not really, in case of emergency we

always make a back up one.

Professor Susan Smith puts the second temperature machine on

the table.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Did that machine do all of this?

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

We didn’t put it on yet.

Paul jumps out from the pool and walks up to the table.

PAUL

But what about the Warruses? They

have the 1st temperature machine.

We don’t know what they are going

to do with it. It’s a sign that

they shall return.

Bruce does a shoulder throw on Paul, throwing him back into

the pool.

BRUCE

Relax bro, have fun, the Warruses

are defeated what could happen.

Bruce does a cannonball causing water to SPLASH out of the

pool.

CUT TO

INT FROST ZONE FROZEN CASTLE THRONE ROOM

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Obin is sitting on

his throne as for Ayone and Todad they both kneel to the

ground to Obin.

(CONTINUED)
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AYONE

Looks like the Koalas found a

hidden weakness inside of us.

TODAD

Yes, with that so called fire in

their dimension, they shall defeat

us. What should we do, our Lord.

OBIN

With this so called season cycle in

their world, there is nothing to

stop the cycle. So I think we shall

strike again but this time in the

winter where this so called fire

won’t hit us and soon New Frost

Zone shall be born!

Obin has a serious look on his face, knowing the battle

between the Warruses and the koalas is not over yet.

FADE TO BLACK

THE END


